
Scrapbooking Instructions - Country Style Scrapbook Album
Instructions No. 971
 Working time: 2 Hours

Especially great with scrapbooking are the different styles and uses. Scrapbooking allows you to capture memories in a uniquely decorative way. You can
embellish items and gifts or create completely new things. You are not bound to a certain style - whether classic, playful, vintage or modern - scrapbooking
offers you all possibilities

Here's how it works:

To create a custom scrapbook album, simply follow the steps below:

Cut the Kraft paper to the same size and punch the cardboard sides so that the holes are exactly on top of each other. You can create a portrait or
landscape album as desired.
To make a scrapbook from the single pages, the pages are joined together with metal rings. The metal rings are inserted through the holes in the
scrapbook pages and joined together.
To decorate the scrapbook, stick this with Paper of your choice. Very pretty are motif papers in country house style or with historical motifs or in vintage
design. You can cut the papers in different formats and combine them with each other.
Your photos can be placed on the album title as well as on the inside pages of the scrapbook album.
To decorate, use small accessories called embellishments in scrapbooking. The accessories can be small metal pendants, ribbons, breads, gems,
eyelets, loops or other objects. There are no limits to your creativity.
On the inside pages it is recommended not to use too many embellishments, otherwise the album only will often be difficult to close.
You can get an especially nice effect by wiping along the sides of the scrapbook album with a Ink Pads : this creates a great shabby effect and gives the
whole scrapbook its special vintage touch.
You can also make little pockets or envelopes to hide notes, letters and other nice things.
Furthermore you can stick in other souvenirs like tickets, slips of paper, envelopes with contents, buttons and other souvenirs of your travels and
memories.
Small Metal accessories in the corners give the scrapbook its final touch.
Cut the cardboard corners with contour scissors and round off with some masking tape if necessary.
Ready is your individual Scrapbook album.

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1
133296 Handicraft scissors "Hobby" 1
711210 VBS Key ring with lock 1
131629 Fiskars eyelet puncher, set of 2 1
418126-02 VBS Lace ribbon, 20 mmWhite 1
133777 Professional scissors "Finny Classic" 1
417914 VBS Lace ribbon "Wide" 1
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